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Intergenerational Relationship within 

Families as A System

 Many researchers describe the family system, yielding almost the same

meaning. For example a family systems approach describes the family as a

set of interrelated roles and contents of interdependent individuals whose

behaviour mutually affects each other.

 Many studies have shown the strength of families as functioning social

support units, with frequent and regular intergenerational contact and

assistance (see Rossi & Rossi, 1990).

 Meanwhile, Bengtson (1993) later discussed multigenerational “vertical”

family structures that involve possibilities to enhance social solidarity

across generations and the potential for negative effects on family

solidarity because of longevity.



Intergenerational Relationship as 

Reciprocal Interactions

 The relationship between parents and children involves reciprocal
interaction behaviours of parents and children (Sigelman & Shaffer,
1991; Dixson, 1995) and involves the concept of exchange theory
(Nye, 1979). Social exchange theory focuses on the rewards
obtained and costs paid by individuals through social interaction
based on the assumption that individuals try to maximize their
rewards and minimize their costs.

 Moreover intergenerational interactions are also related to marital
status. When the marital relationship is intact, exchange with adult
children are more likely taken for granted. The loss of a spouse
generates a major realignment in the parent-child relationship.

 Another study by Logan and Spitze (1996) highlighted in their book
“Family Ties” deals with intergenerational relationships within
families, discussing on exchanges of social support between
generations.



Intergenerational Transmission

 It has been suggested by some research that family relationship
histories influence the relationships between adult children and
their parents. For example, adults with early parental rejection
showed less communication with parents and less monitoring of
their parents well being (Whitbeck, Hoyt & Huck, 1993; Whitbeck,
Hoyt & Huck, 1994; Rossi & Rossi, 1990).

 Recent research pointed out that to some degree, family dysfunction
such as: child maltreatment, spouse abuse, and divorce, could be
transmitted across generations through family relationships. This
family dysfunction is routinely associated with pain and suffering.

 Similarly, Elder and his associated analyzed intergenerational
transmission across four generations. They found that growing up
in a home in which parents marital conflict was frequent, led to the
development of unstable personalities in children adults (Elder,
Caspi, & Downey, 1986).



Social Contact Between Parents and 

Adult Children

 Distance represents the major factor affecting the frequency

of interaction between elderly parents and their adult

children. Many kind of contacts are made between elderly

parents and their adult children by visiting, phoning or

mailing.

 It has been pointed out that family ties study examines the

interdependency in intergenerational relationship. It was

found that the bonds between generations were strong and

were founder on mutual caring or reciprocity. The values of

mutual caring were the key roles to understanding the ties

between parents and their adult children throughout the life

course (Logan & Spritze, 1996).




